
Lodgement for simple projects within the Rails Protection

Zone will be implemented in Sep 2021

In 2022, the lodgement will be further expanded to

single-use farm developments for street works 

LTA is working with industry to design a course tofamiliarise industry professionals (esp. new industryentrants) on LTA’s requirements for road design.

The course is targeted to be implemented next year.
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The Roads & Parking Workgroup has developed a Guide onDesigning for Delivery Spaces in Mixed Developments. 
The guide aims to help QPs in submitting a holistic initialdesign for delivery spaces and reduce submission iterations.It was released as a circular on BCA's Corenet E-Info, andpublished on LTA's website on 16 Sept 2021. 

Please access the guide by clicking the following weblink:gq5_designing_delivery_spaces_within_mixed_developments.pdf (lta.gov.sg)

The remaining workgroups are in the midst of finalizing theirrespective deliverables. Developments will be sharedprogressively.

The Transport Infrastructure Collaboration Panel (TICP) was formed in May 2021 to drive close partnership between
LTA and industry, and explore ways to improve submission quality and streamline processes. 

 
The 2nd TICP, held on 16 Sep, was graced by Senior Minister of State Chee Hong Tat. We are also happy to announce

that members from Association of Consulting Engineers Singapore (ACES) have officially joined TICP.
 

Since the first meeting, members have worked on various initiatives, and the workgroups under the LTA-SIA/IES Co-
creation series have made headways on their collaboration (you may have read about some of them from the news).

Please refer to items below:

Taking into account industry feedback, LTA has stepped up

the frequency of industry seminars and uploaded the

seminars videos online for industry’s reference. 

You may access the videos at our YouTube channel by

clicking the following weblink: DBC Engagement - YouTube

The recent seminar on amendments to the RTS Act has

attracted more than 2.6k views and was well-received by the

industry. 

The next seminar will be on the updates to Transport Impact

Assessment, and will be conducted in Dec 2021.
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CONSULTANTS & QPCONSULTANTS & QP    

LTA and the industry associations are exploring means to

recognise Transport Consultants and QPs who are proficient

in Transport Impact Assessments and road design. The

intention is to raise the overall proficiency of the industry,

while remaining inclusive to practitioners. More details of the

schemes will be shared progressively.  

YOURYOUR
CONTRIBUTIONCONTRIBUTION

Industry members are encouraged to contribute yourviews and take part in the initiatives such as the Co-Creation Series. If you are interested, please contactyour respective association/ institutes’ reps.
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https://www.lta.gov.sg/content/dam/ltagov/industry_innovations/industry_matters/development_construction_resources/quick_guide_series_for_development_related_proposals/gq5_designing_delivery_spaces_within_mixed_developments.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfeh7pcJNOEw-EiGx0iS03A


Various initiatives discussed within TICP were picked up by the local media after the 2nd TICP meeting. 

Speaking to the local media, Senior Minister of State for Transport Chee Hong Tat said that the authorities were
aiming to cut red tape and shorten approval times by adopting initiatives proposed by the Transport Infrastructure
Collaboration Panel (TICP). Architects and Engineers can look forward to receiving more training through courses
and webinars to build their capabilities. These moves would improve the quality of plans submitted to LTA, thereby
reducing approval time and lowering costs.

Emeritus President (IES) Er Chong Kee Sen observed that communication between the industry and the authorities
is key: "We want to get things done quickly, efficiently and safely, but the interpretation of regulations and the
perspectives can be quite different"

"Through these dialogues, we can work together to see how we can reach an agreement to get the best product
out", President (SIA) Mr Richard Lai said. "With these measures in place, definitely it will save the practitioner a lot of
time and it will save LTA a lot of time."
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